Tarheel Distributors Replacement Parts
Miscellaneous

♦ 1.TEXCLEANER
  Right Housing for Roll Pick

♦ 1140
  Retractable Blade Knife

♦ 120 Rigid
  120mm Castor Rigid (Non Swivel)
  RH/LH

♦ 13.500 TEXCLEANER
  500mm Spindle for Roll Pick

♦ 14.TEXCLEANER
  Tip for Roll Pick

♦ 2.TEXCLEANER
  Left Housing for Roll Pick

♦ 30x60x10
Tarheel Distributors Replacement Parts
Miscellaneous

Seal

♦ 3211
Scissors 4”

♦ 400mm Spindle
400mm Spindle for Roll Pics

♦ 41-20
Punches

♦ 450.16
Castor Wheel (Red)

♦ 600mm Spindle
600mm Spindle for Roll Picks

♦ 972066
Tarheel Distributors Replacement Parts
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Straight Blade

♦ Cap-I/D-120
Cap for Castors 120mm (Hub Only)

♦ Cap-I/D-65
Cap for Castors 65mm (Hub Only)

♦ Cap-I/D-80
Cap for Castors 80mm (Hub Only)

♦ Card and Drawing Can
Any Size

♦ D-65
Closa Castor – 65mm RH

♦ D-80
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Castor – 80mm RH

♦ I-65
Closa Castor – 65mm LH

♦ I-80
Castor – 80mm LH

♦ KM 6
Spanner Lock Nut

♦ MB 6
Spanner Locking Nut

♦ Roll Pic-Air
Air Roller Pick

♦ TH-050704
Tarheel Distributors Replacement Parts
Miscellaneous

Bolt Cutter 18 inch

- TH-051204
Bolt cutter 24 inch

- TH-110304
Roll Pick 400mm

- USRP17
Air Roll Picker Shaft 17 inch

- USRP18
Air Poll Picker Shaft 18 inch

- SCISSORS
Pair of Scissors